The versatility of the Adaptor cap allows unlimited choices for closure size, shape and finish. Choose from the following options:

- 24mm to 160mm container size
- Plastic, tin or aluminum material
- Dome, straight, ribbed or smooth closures
- Center or off-center mounting

Add a pump from our vast, in-stock, quick-turn inventory or select a specialty pump for a specific jar or product. The correct dose is available every time with outputs of 0.5cc to 8cc.

Fit any pump to any jar!

The Carow proprietary adaptor cap is available in low minimums order quantities and has faster lead times than traditional jar pump options.

Applications include:

- Retail
- Testers
- Salon
- Economy Size

See reverse side to start creating your custom Adaptor Cap.
### Adaptor Cap - Plastic

Fit any cap to any jar with our proprietary adaptor cap.

- **Base cap size:** 33mm to 120mm
- **Base cap material:** Plastic
- **Base cap shape:** Straight or Dome
- **Base cap texture:** Ribbed or Smooth
- **Neck finish:** 24-410, 24-415, 28-400 or 28-410
- **Neck mounting:** Center or Off-center
- **Liner options:** Foam, Induction or Pressure sensitive
- **Compatible pumps:** 0.5cc to 8cc

### Adaptor Cap - Metal

The same versatility as our plastic cap with the premium look of metal closures.

- **Base cap size:** 33mm to 120mm
- **Base cap material:** Aluminum or Tinplate
- **Base cap shape:** Straight or Dome
- **Base cap texture:** Threaded or Smooth
- **Neck finish:** 24-410, 24-415, 28-400 or 28-410
- **Neck mounting:** Center or Off-center
- **Liner options:** Foam, Induction or Pressure sensitive
- **Compatible pumps:** 0.5cc to 8cc

### Adaptor Cap - Specialty

Add a bottle neck to virtually any cap in virtually any material. Double neck caps, non-standard caps, pouring aids, and wipe lids are just a few of the possibilities.

- **Base cap size:** 33mm to 160mm
- **Base cap material:** Styrene, LDPE, Metal, PP, HDPE, Other
- **Base cap shape:** Unlimited
- **Base cap texture:** Unlimited
- **Neck finish:** 24-410, 24-415, 28-400 or 28-410
- **Neck mounting:** Any Location